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Laser safety Class: 3B Properties:  
Due to the small size of these devices,  Housing: Stainless Steel 
the required warning is affixed to the box Lens: Glass  
containing the laser modules. Type of laser: N-type 
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Operational Hazard-Semiconductor Laser diode 

This laser pen emits radiation that is visible to the human eye. When in use, do not look directly into the device. Direct viewing of 
laser diode emission at close range may cause eye damage, especially in conjunction with collimating lenses. Extreme care must 
be taken to prevent the beam from being viewed directly or through external optics or mirrors. 

Connection instructions 

The POWER SUPPLY is designed for a negative power supply. In this connection setup (figure 2b) the metal case of the module is 
connected to ground level (GND). It is also possible to connect the POWER SUPPLY to a positive power supply. The power supply can 
be damaged when the input polarity is wrong. The positive pole of the supply is marked with a square path or a “+5V” mark.  
DO NOT CONNECT THE CONNECTION-POINT IN THE MIDDLE. This can damage the laser-diode. 
It is recommended to mount the laser diode to the driver circuit by soldering. If it is needed to connect the laser diode to the driver circuit 
through a connector, only high reliability connectors should be used. The laser diode can be damaged easily when connected through a 
faulty or low-quality connector.  

Negative power supply connection 

When a negative power supply is used, the 0 V output must be connected to the common ground (GND). The driver circuit can be 
connected according to figure 2b. The metal case is connected to ground. 

Positive power supply connection 

When a positive power supply is used, please pay attention to the following directions: 

1. Do not use a power supply which has internally or externally a connection between 0V and the common ground (GND).

2. The +5 V output must be connected to the common ground (GND). The driver circuit can be connected according to figure 2a.

3. The metal case is connected to +5 V.
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Operating and handling instructions 

The following precautions should be taken to 
avoid damage to the device: 

� Power supplies should be well regulated and free of transients. 

� Drive circuit connections should be made either by soldering or by high reliability connectors. Clip leads, such as alligator clips, are not 
recommended. 

� Never connect or disconnect any components, to or from the drive circuit while the power is switched on.  

� Never connect the drive circuit in reverse to the power supply, the drive circuit is not protected for this kind of operation. 

Temperature behavior 

Because of the feedback loop, which is built into the drive circuit, the drive circuit has a low sensitivity for temperature variations. The driver 
circuit is tested according to “IEC 68-2-14” for temperature cycling, to “IEC 68-2-1” for low temperature storage, to “IEC 68-2-2” for high 
temperature storage and to  “IEC 68-2-28” for damp-heat steady 

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection 

The power supply driver circuit is tested for ESD according to the “IEC 1004/2” testing standards. The tests in this standard go up to 10 kV for 
ESD voltage. The test ESD schematic is given in figure 3. During this test the shooting point is fired to the ground (0V) of the driver circuit and 
grounded to the metal plate. 
 No damage or degeneration of the laser diode is detected during the test. 

Legal rights 

All rights are reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited without the prior written consent of the copywriter owner. 
The information presented in this document does not form part of any quotation or contract, is believed to be accurate and reliable and may be 
changed without notice. No liability will be accepted by the publisher for any consequence of its use. Publication thereof does not convey nor 
imply any license under patent- or other industrial or intellectual property rights. 

These products are not designed for use in life support appliances, devices, or systems where malfunction of these products can reasonably be 
expected to result in personal injury. Anteryon customers using or selling these products for use in such applications do so at their own risk and 
agree to fully indemnify Anteryon for any damages resulting from such improper use or sale 
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